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Smart Graphics: 11th International Symposium on Smart Graphics, Bremen, Germany, July 18-20, 2011Springer, 2011

	The International Symposium on Smart Graphics serves as a scientific forum
	that attracts researchers and practitioners from the fields of computer graphics,
	artificial intelligence, cognitive science, human–computer interaction, interface
	design, and information visualization. Initiated by Andreas Butz, Antonio
	Kr¨uger, and...
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Comparative International Accounting (10th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Up to date coverage and depth of discussion of international accounting from respected authors and international contributors.

	
		Respected authorship and contributions from a diverse group of international practitioners and academics
	
		Renowned for depth of discussion and comprehensive coverage
	...
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Language Grounding in RobotsSpringer, 2012

	Written by leading international experts, this volume presents contributions establishing the feasibility of human language-like communication with robots. The book explores the use of language games for structuring situated dialogues in which contextualized language communication and language acquisition can take place. Within the text are...
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Determining Project Requirements (ESI International Project Mgmt)Auerbach Publications, 2007

	Organizations waste millions of dollars every year on failed projects. Failure is practically guaranteed by poor or incomplete requirements that do not properly define projects in their initial stages.  Business analysis is the critical process ensuring projects start on the path toward success. To accurately determine project...
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Relational and Algebraic Methods in Computer Science: 13th International Conference, RAMiCS 2012, Cambridge, United Kingdom, September 17-21, 2012, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Relational and Algebraic Methods in Computer Science, RAMiCS 13, held in Cambridge, UK, in September 2012. The 23 revised full papers presented were carefully selected from 39 submissions in the general area of relational and...
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Relations and Kleene Algebra in Computer Science: 11th International Conference on Relational Methods in Computer Science, RelMiCS 2009, and 6th . . . ... Issues) (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2010

	The book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Relational Methods in Computer Science, RelMiCS 2009, and the 6th International Conference on Applications of Kleene Algebras, AKA 2009, held in Doha, Qatar in November 2009. The 22 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited papers were...
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The Nile Development Game: Tug-of-War or Benefits for All?Springer, 2019

	
		This book introduces an analytic framework constructed upon the iterated Prisoners' Dilemma game to model and analyze transboundary water interactions along the Nile River. It presents a thorough and in-depth analysis of the historical path through which conflict and cooperation have been generated among the Nile riparians over...
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Algebra Essentials Practice Workbook with Answers: Linear & Quadratic Equations, Cross Multiplying, and Systems of Equations: Improve Your Math Fluency SeriesCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	UPDATED EDITION: The new edition includes these updates:

		
			The updated edition numbers the questions and answers. This helps to easily find the correct answers in the back of the book.
	
			100% of the answers to the updated edition have been independently verified both by computer and...
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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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Technologies for the Wireless Future: Wireless World Research Forum (WWRF)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
As 3G mobile communication systems are being deployed, the research community is now focusing on the research needed for the long-term evolution of 3G and 4G systems. This fully updated second volume of the successful Technologies for the Wireless Future is a unique and timely book, presenting up-to-the-minute ideas and trends in mobile...
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Cisco AVVID and IP Telephony Design and ImplementationSyngress Publishing, 2001
Cisco AVVID Design and Implementation is a complete reference for network administrators and engineers responsible for a complicated AVVID network. This book covers history, protocols, hardware, servers, switches, bridges, and routers, and discusses implementation issues, realities of cost, requirements, and network limitations. Engineers will...
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Digital Nature Photography: The Art and the ScienceFocal Press, 2007
Over 50,000 photographers cant be wrong! John and Barbara Gerlach finally write the book their workshop attendees have been asking for!

Digital Nature Photography is a how-to guide for photographers who want to take their work to the next level. Written by professionals with over 20 years experience, the Gerlachs reveal enlightening...
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